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This research is conducted because there are still many  fraud cases  in Islamic bankings. This fraud is 
related to the behavior of managers and the employees in Islamic banking institutions. Therefore this fraud 
should be eliminated by applying the Islamic Work Ethics or moral values that exist in Islamic teachings. Based 
on this, this research aims to determine the understanding and application of Islamic Work Ethics in Islamic 
banking institutions. The research is a preliminary survey in an sharia bank  in Bandung  using qualitative 
research method. This method is carried out through interviews with the employees and leaders at Bank Syariah 
Indonesia . The results of interviews with the employees are  then triangulated with the results of interviews with 
the leaders. This research is not a generalization. The results show the understanding and application of Islamic 
Work Ethics by employees and leaders at Bank Syariah Indonesia in Bandung . This study provides an overview 
to the government regarding the application of Islamic Work Ethics in Islamic banks.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The current development of Islamic banking performance has not met the expectation of various 
stakeholders. In fact, the financial performance of sharia banking has decreased in recent years. This is due to the 
increasing number of non-performing loan over the last three years. Based on the data from OJK ( Financial  
Services Authority)  by August 2020 (OJK, 2020)  the number of non-performing financing in 2018 was 6.6 
trillion rupiahs, increased from 7.2 trillion rupiahs in 2019 to 7.7 trillion rupiahs in July 2020.    
The decline in sharia banking performance as evidenced by the large number of non-performing 
financing is caused by the many cases of deviation/ fraud committed by managers and employees at sharia 
banking institutions such as cases of fictitious financing worth 1.1 trillion rupiahs  by authorized officials at  
Bank Syariah Mandiri (Saiman, 2018,  Bank Syariah Mandiri Allegedly Provides Fictitious Financing of 1.1 
Trillion rupiahs, via http://cnnindonesia.com [6/1/19, 16.50 wib) . Here were allegations of corruption cases 
worth 566 billion rupiahs in BJB syariah( Falatehan, Indra, 2018, Legal Advisor for Defendants in Corruption 
Cases Worth Rp. 566 Billion at BJB Syariah, Learn about the Prosecutor's Indictment, via 
http://jabar.tribunnews.com [6/1 /19, 5 p.m ) . In 2019, there was  a case of embezzlement of customer funds as 
much as 35 billion rupiahs at Bank Syariah Mandiri (MAKI, 2019, the Corruption Case of Bank Syariah Mandiri 
Simalungun Street in Place, via http://fin.co.id [5/11] /19, 10.00 am) .  
Those  cases become the evidence  that the management of sharia banking has violated sharia principles 
which ultimately leads to corruption and harms Indonesia. One of the principles of sharia in financial institutions 
is reflected in the work ethic of its employees. The existence of a work ethic in an agency cannot always be 
implemented properly, meaning that there are still deviations from the work ethic. 
According to Ali and Al-Kazemi (2012), the concept of Islamic work ethics is derived from the Qur'an 
and the teachings of Prophet Muhammad which is contained in the Al-An'am paragraph 132 ,saying: "They all 
have ranks according to what they did; and your lord is not unaware of what they do.” 
Forster, G., & Fenwick J. (2015) suggested that the Islamic work ethic provides a set of guidelines on 
how to work and to do business. 
 Moreover, Kadir (2015) stated that the Islamic Work Ethic teaches that doing actions "for God" and 
working  as a form of worship under the following work ethics:               
1)  Work with good intentions.  
2)  Don't procrastinate       
3)  Be focus and serious    
4)  Work neatly       
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5) Tawadhu ( be humble ) and gratitude       
6)  Do not forget to worship Allah S.W.T       
There are also rules for the main values set by the Ministry of BUMN (State Owned - Enterprises) called 
AKHLAK . AKHLAK as Islamic work ethics are ethical values or morals that should be applied in a company  
including BUMN  of Indonesia. These values provide direction as to what is right and what is wrong; what to do 
and what should not do; which ones should be encouraged and prioritized and which ones should not. In addition 
, cultural values must also be an inexhaustible source of energy.  Islamic work ethic must be able to provide 
motivation for the employees in carrying out their daily activities . In order to become a solid foundation for the 
formation of employee behavior, these values must be easily memorized and understood by all employees, from 
the top management level to the implementers at the lowest level. AKHLAK stands for Amanah, Competent, 
Harmonious, Loyal, Adaptive, and Collaborative.  
There has been much research relating to the implementation of the  Islamic Work Ethic. The results of 
that research has had different results. Based on the  research by Nurfahmiyati, Roosallyn and Riani (2019), 
employees and leaders in Islamic banking institutions have understood and applied Islamic work ethics at the 
work environment.  
Aldulaimi (2016) suggested that Islamic ethical values are important to improve the efficiency and quality 
of an organization. The implementation of IWE leads to a better performance, as well as increased self-
confidence and satisfaction levels, by placing the needs of the organization as being greater than the needs of 
the individual and therefore experiencing a feeling of peace and tranquility in the workplace. 
El-Kot (2016) agreed that there is a strong and significant relationship between IWE and the individual 
(employee). Furthermore, by replicating the findings of Ali and Yousef, El-Kot corroborates their findings that 
there is a positive relationship between IWE and job satisfaction and organizational commitment. 
Gilani (2015) found that empirically ethical management is the most important part of Islamic bank 
operations. Gilani highlights the involvement of ethical differences in the approach and operational procedures 
of Islamic banks and non-Islamic banks, and how these are perceived by many stakeholders. 
Tsafe and Rahman (2014 ) explains that the spiritual values of Islam affect the performance of Board 
service of the  Islamic micro financial institutions in Malaysia . This study emphasizes that there is a paradigm 
shift in management science from initially focusing on profit to increasing social and religious responsibility. 
Tobin (2014 ) said that the application of Islamic ethics in banking institutions is very complicated and 
complex. The implementation of Islamic values in banking practice is almost impossible and becomes a heavy 
burden for Islamic banks even though Islamic principles in Islamic economics are very simple, clear, and 
indisputable, even more emphasized that Islamic principles are absolute morals. 
Furthermore, from the preceding description, the problem that will be discussed in this research is ‘What 
is the understanding and the application of Islamic Work Ethics in Bank Syariah Indonesia in Bandung?’ 
 
METHODS 
This reseacrh  uses research methods with a qualitative approach .  The research also  uses a research 
method with a qualitative approach because it requires a comprehensive approach and a clear and in-depth 
picture to determine the understanding and application of Islamic work ethics in Bank Syariah Indonesia. The 
researcher uses the case study method in this study, namely the case in Islamic Banks . There are several reasons 
for using case studies, including: first, case study strategies are directed at a series of contemporary events, 
where researchers do not have the opportunity to control the events that will occur so that research results are 
difficult to manipulate. Second, the questions relate to "how" and "why" , which are in accordance with the 
formulation of the research problem in this research. Third, the research focus on contemporary phenomena in 
real-life contexts. The focus of this research is how to interpret and apply Islamic work ethics in Bank Syariah 
Indonesia . Fourth, the boundaries between the phenomena and context are not clearly visible. Fifth, there are 
propositions or directions and research focuses that were built at the beginning of the research process (Basuki, 
2016).  
The case study research method has the following research design components (Basuki, 2016). The first 
is a research question : How do managers and employees at Islamic banks interpret and apply Islamic work 
ethics in carrying out their duties at Bank Syariah Indonesia ?. Second, make a proposition , the proposition of 
this research  is the managers and employees who can interpret the Islamic work ethic and  apply it in their daily 
work in work environment at Bank Syariah Indonesia. For this research, the proposition is at the end of the 
research, which is usually an  exploratory research ( Basuki, 2016 ). Third, define the Units of Analysis . The 
unit of analysis of this research  is  Islamic work ethics, analyzing how to interpret and apply Islamic work ethics 
consisting of: 1). Logic that relates data to propositions. Linking data to the proposition can be done in the right 
way , by "pattern matching" which links some information. 2). Determine a criteria for interpreting the findings. 
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The criteria to interpret the findings with the logic that links data with proposition to  match the existing patterns 
makes a comparison between several propositions,which can be interpreted.  
The type of case study used of the  research is an exploratory case study. Exploratory research ( to 
explain ) is one that seeks to explore /compile the phenomena studied in order to answer the problems that have 
been formulated. In this type of research, research can formulate propositions, but it is also possibly unable to 
formulate propositions. The results of this type of research can be in the form of final results, or even in the form 
of propositions that may need to be tested in  a further research (Basuki, 2016). 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Based on the interviews with the employees and management of Bank Syariah Indonesia in Bandung. 
The information obtained is about the existence of the AKHLAK concept as a guideline for Islamic work ethics 
in Islamic banks. The AKHLAK concept was formed by the Ministry of BUMN, which has been  implemented 
since February 2020. AKHLAK stands for Amanah, Competent, Harmonious, Loyal, Adaptive, and 
Collaborative. The explanation of AKHLAK is as follows: 
1)  Amanah means holding tight to the trust given; fulfilling promises and commitments, be responsible for 
tasks, decisions and actions taken and adhering to moral and ethical values.        
2) Competent means continuing to learn and develop capabilities; improving a self-competence to answer 
challenges that are always changing, helping others to  learn and completing tasks with the best 
quality.        
3) Harmonious means caring for and respecting differences; respect people regardless of their background, 
such as helping each other and building a comfortable work environment.        
4) Loyal means being dedicated and prioritizing the interests of the Nation and the State; maintaining the 
good name of fellow employees, leaders, BUMN and the State, willing to sacrifice to achieve a bigger 
goal and obeying the leadership as long as it does not conflict with law and ethics.        
5) Adaptive means to continue to innovate and be enthusiastic in moving or facing change; quick-adapting 
themselves to be better, continuously making improvements following technological developments and 
proactively taking actions.        
6) Collaborative means to build synergistic cooperation ; providing opportunities for various parties to 
contribute, willing to work with a team to generate added value and mobilizing the use of various 
resources for common goals .        
 
IMPLEMENTATION OF AKHLAK 
Ru's understanding of the Amanah dimension is to hold the trust given. In addition, Ru also conveyed 
the meaning of each dimension. K  stands for Competent which means individuals  must continue to learn and 
develop their abilities. H stands for Harmony, which means individuals must care for each other and respect 
differences. L is for Loyal, means that employees have to dedicate themselves to the state and nation. A is 
adaptive, meaning that individuals have to be willing to innovate and have a passion for facing changes, and K is 
Collaborative;  building synergistic collaboration. According to Ru, the manifestation of the application of 
Competent is the changes made by sharia individuals following the changes that always occur in the banking 
world. This shows the toughness of Islamic bank employees. In relation to the Harmonious, there should be a 
harmony amongs the employees. It is necessary to care for each other and respect differences; different cultural 
identity and different culture background. In order to be tough, this must be accompanied by managing self-
emotion/attitude in addition to work performance that must be continuously improved. According to Ru, the 
dimension of Loyal must prioritize the interests of the nation and state, even though employees tend to prioritize 
their family interests. This is something normative. Adaptive means being able to adapt, and blend in. In this 
dimension, employees must be responsive to the changes that occur. To deal with the changes, employees must 
have adequate capabilities. This adequate ability means having to be competent. In addition, one must also be 
enthusiastic in carrying out work with the changes that occur. This adaptive application is very necessary also 
when an employee is transferred to another branch. This individu must be able to work well in a new 
environment, where there are new co-workers and new jobs. If they are  not able to adapt, they will face a 
problem and  might cause them to be less productive.  
According to Si ,  AKHLAK is related to an Islamic work ethic applied by Bank Syariah Indonesia . In 
Si’s s opinion AKHLAK  is an application of the qualities taught by the Prophet, namely sidiq ( truthful) , 
amanah( upholding trust). AKHLAK also have the goal of prioritizing our morality and then it is translated into 
each of the pillars earlier, to their respective values. While Ad suggested  the dimensions of AKHLAK; that an 
individual   must be trustworthy in carrying out their duties; Competence means increasing ability, harmoniously 
related to cooperation that must be carried out in harmony, supporting each other, not bringing each other down. 
Loyal is associated with a sense of love for the workplace so as to provide the best results. Meanwhile 
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collaborative means being able to describe the vision and mission of Bank Syariah Indonesia together among the 
existing legacy with a target to be included in the top 10 in the world.  
To obtain the validity of the results of this interview,  triangulation was conducted, ie checked and 
rechecked the information submitted by the employees compared with the results of the interviews result from 
the  leaders in Bank Syariah Indonesia of Bandung . Triangulation was performed by interviewing a leader at 
Bank Syariah Indonesia related to his  understanding and application of AKHLAK.  
The leader interpreted Amanah as an integrity, a person who is trustworthy and honest. This is realized 
by efforts to get bonafide customers, work hard and focus on getting customers and comply with the 
instructions from the management. 
For the second dimension, Competence, the leader interpreted Competence as a unit which is 
impossible for an incompetent employee to get closing for the products sold. However, this must be 
accompanied by the role of leaders who understand the capabilities of their employees. The third dimension, 
Harmonious, was conveyed by this leader that in one team it is not possible to do only one person's work, but 
because team members work together so that it can bring success. In relation to the Loyal dimension, when 
there is an urgent need, employees are willing to work 6 to 7 days a week, even though they only work 5 days a 
week. The Adaptive dimension is defined as constantly innovating. Regarding to the products that are owned , 
they must be able to sell  consumers demand. Dimension of Collaborative is a good collaboration because there 




Based on the results of  the interviews with three employees representing the three banks that joined BSI , 
as well as triangulation of a leader at Bank Syariah Indonesia , the results of the qualitative analysis can be 
concluded that: 
1) The Islamic Work Ethics in Bank Syariah Indonesia , namely AKHLAK is the core values set by the 
government for all BUMN  in Indonesia. It has only been implemented at Bank Syariah Indonesia since 
early February 2021.     
2)   Bank Syariah Indonesia is a merger of three Islamic banks. Each of these banks has   its own core 
values before merging into  bank Syariah Indonesia.      
3)     The employees of Bank Syariah Indonesia have understood and applied the concept of AKHLAK in 
carrying out their work in the hope that it will improve the performance of the company.       
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